BRONZE
SERVICE PLAN

Your Bronze Plan Includes...
1 combined system maintenance

Your annual maintenance visit includes both your heating and cooling
systems so you can safely switch back and forth whenever the weather
changes. You can expect us to take about an hour and a half to
thoroughly clean and maintain your system. Additional units take an
extra 30 minutes or so per unit. This plan covers one heating and
cooling system. Additional systems require add-on coverage.

Free diagnostic fee coupon

If you ever need repair service, use your coupon to waive the $89
diagnostic fee for any of our trades: heating, cooling, plumbing,
electrical, and appliance. You will receive a coupon each year you are
a Bronze plan member.

24-hour emergency response guarantee

We define an emergency as the failure of a covered item which may
cause personal injury or substantial damage to property if not
addressed within 24 hours of notification.

15% discount on services

The price quoted at the time of service will reflect this discount. Other
offers may apply to new heating and cooling systems and sewer replacements.

Price
$17.50/month for the first system. Each additional system is $15/month.
“As always, A.B. May technicians are thorough, polite
and efficient. Routine maintenance today was handled
very professionally. Great people to work with.”
Bruce, Google Reviews

Schedule once for
both heating and
cooling maintenance

Sign up for the bronze plan

Look for your reminder

Extend the life and efficiency
of your system

Benefits of
Regular Maintenance

LOWER
energy bills.

Regular use creates dirt and debris that
forces your system to work harder to
keep your home comfortable. Energy
costs can grow over time, so you may
not realize how much efficiency you
have lost. Our thorough maintenance
optimizes your system to reduce the
energy it needs to perform its best.

Like all machines, parts of your
heating and cooling system may
wear out occasionally. Thorough
maintenance can spot issues before they
affect performance so you can avoid
breakdowns when extreme weather tests
your system’s ability to keep your
home comfortable.

EXTEND
the life of your unit.

PREVENT
repairs and breakdowns.

Regular maintenance keeps your system
from working harder to compensate for
worn out parts. When all of the parts of
your system are clean and working well,
it has a better chance of exceeding its
life expectancy.

A safe home is our top priority. We
check for wiring issues and make sure
your home is safe from dangerous
carbon monoxide gas. A good cleaning
also removes particles that can hurt the
air quality in your home.

SAFETY

Heating
Cooling
Plumbing
Electrical
Appliance

CONTACT US!

We want to answer your questions.

913.383.2222

info@abmay.com
A.B. May
7100 E 50th Street
Kansas City, MO 64129

Terms & Conditions
Renewal
Your Bronze Plan renews automatically each month at the current renewal rate. You
will be notified of any price changes at least 30 days in advance, with the opportunity
to opt out.
Cancellation/Termination
You may cancel your Bronze Plan by emailing cancel@abmay.com with 30 days’ notice.
We may terminate your Bronze plan for non-payment or if we determine the covered
property is unsafe. For both cancellations and terminations, you are responsible to pay
for any difference in the cost of services already rendered.

